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Introduction

The neuropeptide, somatostatin is an important regulatory hormone that is widely
distributed throughout the body. For years it was recognized as the main negative
regulator of growth hormone secretion from the anterior pituitary gland. Recently,
however, it has become apparent that somatostatin can act at many tissues and organs, and
in addition to its role as an inhibitor of hormone secretion, it is also capable of inhibiting
cell growth and proliferation (1,2). As such, somatostatin is currently being investigated
for its potential clinical use as an anti-cancer agent, as inhibition of cell growth is an
important feature of most anti-cancer therapies. Indeed, stable somatostatin analogs, such
as BIM23014 (Lanreotide) and SMS201-995 (Octreotide), are capable of inhibiting the
growth of several types of tumors including pituitary adenomas, neuroblastomas,
pancreatic cancer and breast cancer (2). At the cellular level, the actions of somatostatin
are mediated by a family of G protein-coupled plasma membrane receptors termed ssts. To
date, five distinct sst receptor subtypes have been identified, and these are named sstl-5
(3). Subtype 2 (sst2) is the most common somatostatin receptor found on tumor tissue,
followed by sst5 (1, 4).

There is currently little information available regarding somatostatin action, especially as it
pertains to breast neoplasms, and thus the objective of these studies is to define the
functional role of somatostatin in several breast cancer cell lines as it impinges on growth
factor-stimulated signaling pathways. Growth factors, such as EGF, FGF, and IGF-1, have
been implicated in breast cancer tumorigenesis and progression (5), and therefore I plan to
determine if these pathways are affected by somatostatin in a somatostatin-responsive
breast cancer cell line. My underlying hypothesis is that somatostatin exerts its
antiproliferative effects on a wide variety of tumors by interfering with multiple signaling
pathways which lead to cell division.

Thus, my initial goals were to 1) develop a somatostatin-responsive breast cancer cell
model system, 2) to determine whether somatostatin inhibits growth factor- or UV light-
stimulated Raf kinase, MAP kinase, Jun kinase, Elk and Jun biochemical activities, and 3)
to determine the functional consequences of somatostatin action on these same components
by determining whether somatostatin inhibits growth factor- or UV light-stimulated Elk-,
Jun-, and Ets-mediated transcription.

Elucidation of the mechanisms involved in somatostatin action will not only further our
understanding of the regulation of cell growth, and hence tumorigenesis, but may also lead
to improved drug design for the treatment of breast cancer.
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Body

Aim 1:
Somatostatin receptors are present in very low numbers on most cell types, making
analysis of signaling events difficult to measure by current techniques. To overcome this
limitation, I initially proposed an approach that has been used by several investigators to
elucidate signaling pathways from numerous types of receptors. The strategy was to make
stable breast cancer cell lines that would overexpress sst2 and thereby amplify signaling
events of this receptor in a physiologically-relevant cell type. I chose to overexpress sst2 as
it is believed to be the most prevalent subtype expressed in breast cancer tumors, and it is
also the primary target of most of the commercially-available somatostatin analogs.
Although I still believe this is a valid approach that could yield valuable information, there
are potential problems with such a model system that have been brought to my attention,
and furthermore, I have encountered resistance to this approach from reviewers, including
one of the reviewers of this proposal, who listed it as one of its weaknesses. For example,
there is the possibility that expressing a receptor to higher levels than normally found in
the cell could lead to erroneous and nonphysiologically-relevant effects. Additionally, the
assumption that sst2 is the only relevant subtype in mediating somatostatin's inhibition of
cell proliferation may be erroneous.

For these reasons, I decided to pursue the approach suggested by the reviewers, to identify
a breast cancer cell line that shows a robust response to somatostatin via its endogenous
somatostatin receptors. Thus far, this is the only major change in the direction of the
proposed studies.

The first step towards identifying a somatostatin-responsive cell line was to identify which
somatostatin receptor subtypes were expressed in several well-defined breast cancer cell
lines, and to what degree. Several cell lines were obtained from the University of Colorado
Cell Culture Core Facility, that differed in estrogen receptor (ER) and EGF receptor status
(Table 1, Appendix). The literature contains few studies that have assessed sst expression
in breast cancer cell lines, not all of the cell lines we have chosen have been examined, and
furthermore, variations may exist in the "same" cell lines due to clonal differences.
Therefore, I felt the best approach was to perform an analysis of sst expression in these cell
lines myself. A reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) approach was
chosen because, as mentioned above, ssts are present in very low abundance and they
cannot be detected by Northern blot or RNAse protection assays. Total RNA prepared
from four cell lines was reverse transcribed to cDNA and then amplified by PCR with
oligonucleotides specific for each of the five sst subtypes. The quantity of PCR product for
each reaction was normalized to an internal control (GAPDH) in an identical reaction mix.
The results of the RT-PCR study are depicted in Table 1 (Appendix). The results indicate
that each of the four cell lines examined displayed a relatively unique expression pattern of
ssts, and some cell lines express certain receptors to a higher degree than others. The
information gained from this study is important for two reasons. First, the particular
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subtypes expressed in each cell line will aid in the choice of ligands to use, as subtype-
selective somatostatin agonists are now becoming available. Second, although RT-PCR is
not strictly quantitative, one can gain some information on the level of expression of a
particular sst, and thus predict the likelihood of a robust response to somatostatin. For
example, the MDA 231 cell line expressed a relatively high amount of sst2 and sst5, and
therefore may provide a strong response to somatostatin analogs that target these receptors.
Likewise, the ZR 75.1 is likely to be a poor model system to study endogenous sst action,
as it did not express any of the ssts to a high degree, yet this cell line may prove an ideal
model to study stably transfected sst' s.

AIM 2:

The next goal was to test the cell lines for their ability to mediate somatostatin inhibition of
growth-factor regulated signaling pathways (Aim 2). While there are several candidate
pathways to examine, we initially focused on the p44/42 MAP kinase (MAPK) pathway.
MAPK plays a central role in cell proliferation, and I have shown that this pathway is
inhibited by sst2 in pituitary tumor cells (6). Additionally, recent reports have implicated
the importance of the MAPK pathway in breast tumorigenesis and it has been shown to be
deregulated and MAPK is hyperexpressed in breast carcinomas (7,8). Although the RT-
PCR study aided in the choice of cell lines to use for these experiments, I found that
expression of somatostatin receptors was not necessarily indicative of a strong response to
somatostatin. For example, both the MCF7 and T47D lines showed strong expression of
sst2. However when assays were performed on these cell lines, the response to BIM23014,
an sst2-selective agonist, very minimal responses were noted. Subsequently, several other
cell lines were tested with similar negative results with regards to both MAPK assays and
proliferation assays (data not shown). This aspect of the study proved to be very
frustrating. However, I continued to test all of the cell lines available to me and fortunately,
experiments performed on the MDA 231 cell line successfully demonstrated that the
somatostatin analog BIM23014 could completely inhibit EGF-stimulated MAPK
phosphorylation (Fig. 1, Appendix).

Figure 1 shows the results of a Western blot analysis of MDA 231 whole cell
extracts after various treatments using an antibody that is specific for the active,
phosphorylated form of MAPK (phospho-MAPK). Lane 1 is a positive control
phosphorylated p44 MAPK protein purchased from New England Biolabs. Lane 2 is a
negative control p44 MAPK protein that is not phosphorylated. As expected, the phospho-
specific antibody detected the phosphorylated MAPK but did not cross react with a non-
phosphorylated MAPK. Lane 3 is extract from MDA 231 cells that were cultured in
DMEM plus 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). It is interesting to note that these cells show a
very high level of phospho-MAPK. I have observed that this cell line grows very rapidly in
culture, and it was derived from an aggressive tumor, therefore, there may be a correlation
between it's rapid growth characteristics and the degree of phosphorylation of MAPK
(7,8). Since the level of phospho-MAPK is so high in cycling MDA 231cells in complete
media, the remaining samples (lanes 4-12) represent MDA 231 cells that were grown in
media devoid of FCS. This strategy is commonly employed to increase the signal to noise
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ratio, and thus make it easier to detect changes in phospho-MAPK levels in response to
somatostatin. Lane 4 represents cells that are cultured in media without FCS. As expected,
cells cultured under these conditions have very low levels of phospho-MAPK that are
undetectable with the phospho-specific MAPK antibody. However, addition of 25 nM EGF
for 10 minutes leads to an approximately 20-fold increase in MAPK phosphorylation (Fig.
1, lanes 5 and 6) when compared to quiescent cells (lane 4). Since MDA 231 cells showed
a strong sst5 signal by RT-PCR (Table 1), I used the somatostatin 28 (SRIF 28), which
targets this receptor subtype, in lanes 7-9. In lane 7, SRIF 28 alone was added, and this had
no further effects on basal phospho-MAPK levels. When SRIF 28 was added 5 minutes
prior to EGF, it had no effect on MAPK phosphorylation when compared to EGF alone
(lanes 5 and 6). MDA 231 cells also express sst2, and therefore I used the sst2-selective
agonist, BIM23014 in lanes 10-12. Again, BIM alone failed to repress steady-state
phospho-MAPK (lane 7). However, in contrast to SRIF 28, BIM23014 almost completely
abolished the ability of EGF to stimulate MAPK phosphorylation. Therefore, it appears
that only sst2 in these cells is coupled to the inhibition of MAPK phosphorylation (lanes
11,12).

AIM 3:
Finally, I performed experiments designed to determine if BIM23014 activates the

Jun n-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway. Previously, our lab and others have shown that
somatostatin can induce apoptosis in breast cancer cells (9). The JNK pathway is one of
several potential routes in the apoptotic process, and in conjunction with an inhibition of
MAPK provides an attractive model for somatostatin's inhibition of cell growth. In this
experiment, T47D breast cancer cells were treated with and subjected to Western blot
analysis and probed with an antibody specific for phospho-JNK. The results are shown in
Fig. 2. A time course treatment shows a modest (approximately 2-fold) and transient
increase in JNK phosphorylation, peaking at 5 minutes (Fig 2, lane 3), and then rapidly
diminishing to control levels by 15 minutes. It is unclear at this point whether there is any
significance to such a modest and rapid activation of JNK. Further experiments will be
needed to determine whether this effect is meaningful. Since the MDA 231 cells are very
somatostatin responsive, I plan to do similar experiments in these cells to see if there is a
more robust and prolonged JNK activation, which in other cell types is the typical pattern.
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Conclusions

In this report, I describe the progress made thus far on the elucidation of the
signaling components mediating the anti-proliferative effects of somatostatin and its
analogs in breast cancer cells. In an attempt to find an appropriate model system, my first
goal was to define the somatostatin receptors (ssts) that are expressed on various breast
cancer cell lines. Using an RT-PCR approach, I have determined expression levels of the
all five ssts, in four cell lines and the results are compiled in Table 1. For some of these
cell lines, this is the first description of somatostatin receptors in these cells. Despite
apparently high expression of certain ssts, I found that several breast cancer cell lines are
still unresponsive with respect to the growth regulatory pathways that I have proposed to
investigate, specifically, the MAPK pathway. However, I am very excited with the recent
progress of this project, and the development of a somatostatin-responsive cell system
(Aim 1). This was a major step in completing the remaining aims of this grant proposal.
This appears to have been accomplished with the finding that the MAPK pathway is
dramatically inhibited by the somatostatin analog BIM23014 in MDA 231 cells (Fig. 1). I
have shown that in these cells, activation of sst2, but not sst5, leads to inhibitory signals
that block the EGF stimulation of the MAPK pathway. Since EGF and the MAPK pathway
have been shown to be critical in breast cancer tumorigenesis, these findings offer
significant insights into the antiproliferative actions of somatostatin. Additionally, some
preliminary data in T47D cells indicates a possible role of the JNK pathway in the control
of cell proliferation as well. These studies need to be repeated, perhaps in the more
responsive MDA231 cells to assess the significance of this activation. Further studies will
be performed shortly that will attempt to identify the precise point(s) in the MAPK
pathway where sst2 signals act (Aim 2). I will be investigating the potential role of
phosphatases, including MAPK phosphatase in somatostatin's inhibition of MAPK.
Recently, our laboratory has acquired an antibody directed towards the activated EGF
receptor, which I will use to determine if somatostatin acts directly at this receptor by
dephosphorylating it. Next, I will assess the significance of the inhibition of this pathway
by performing cell proliferation assays and measuring the effects of somatostatin on
downstream target promoters known to regulated by MAPK (Aim 3). Finally, I also plan to
assess the effects of somatostatin on various cell cycle regulating factors, which may be
critical effectors of the somatostatin inhibitory signal.
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Table 1

Somatostatin Receptors

Cell Line Background sstl sst2 sst3 sst4 sst5

Human
MCF-7 tumorigenic

adenocarcinoma + + + +
ER+, EGFR-
Human

MDA 231 tumorigenic
carcinoma "+ + +++
ER-, EGFR+
Human

ZR 75.1 tumorigenic
carcinoma -+-
ER+, EGFR-

Human
T47D tumorigenic

carcinoma -+ + + -
ER+, EGFR+

Table 1: Results of RT-PCR study of various breast cancer cell lines. ER= estrogen

receptor, EGFR= estrogen receptor, sstl-5 =somatostatin receptor subtypes 1-5. - =

no receptor detected. + =sst receptor positive.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Western blot analysis of MDA231 breast cancer cell extracts

treated as shown above and as described in Body text. Equal proteins

amounts (50 jig) were separated on 12% SDS-PAGE, blotted onto

Immobilon and probed with an antibody specific for the phosphorylated

form of MAPK.
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Figure 2. The somatostatin analog BIM23014 induces a transient increase
in JNK phosphorylation. A. Western blot analysis of T47D breast cancer
cells treated with vehicle (C) or 10nM BIM23014 for the indicated time
points, and as described in the Body text. Extracts were prepared, and
equal protein amounts (50 jig) were separated on a 12%SDS-PAGE,
transferred to Immobilon and probed with anatibody specific for

phosphorylated JNK. B. Densitometric analysis of the blot shown in A.
Values are corrected for loading differences.
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